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Sun Patr iot

Casement, F ixed Lite, Awning

The Patriot Series combines the benefits of Sun’s extruded
aluminum exterior with the thermal performance and
maintenance-free convenience of a vinyl window. The plain
profile of the sash exterior with its mitered corners and deep
glazing stop provides a simple but classic appeal.

The Casement window has a full-view sash and crank-out
operation. It offers a broad view when closed and maximum
ventilation when fully opened. A single lever handle raises
to release the multi-point sash latches while a folding
operator handle accesses the crank-out mechanism to open
and close the sash.

Our hinge system sets pivot points at the top and bottom of
the sash to achieve left or right hinging, depending on your
choice. Hinging is specified as viewed from the exterior.

An Awning window is similar to a Casement window, except
the sash opens outward from the bottom of the window with
pivot points near the top.

The Patriot Series offers two Fixed Lite window models. The
Wide profile matches the Casement window, while the
Narrow profile maximizes the glass view area.

The standard jamb depth is 2-9/16”. Jamb extensions
increase the jamb depth to 4-9/16” or 6-9/16”.

SDL or GBG grille systems are available to add lite division
to the glass area. See the Grille Options section later in this
guide for more information.

An interior mounted screen is available for operating units
to help keep insects out when the sash is open.

Other options include exterior colors, exterior trim, interior
window colors. Interior color choices are white or sand vinyl
or black film over white vinyl.

Hardware Finishes

• Standard Finishes: White, Tan, Dark Bronze, Black

• Upgrade Finishes: Brushed Chrome, Brushed Nickel,
Antique Brass, Polished Brass

Upgrade finishes available at additional cost.

Sizes
• Widths: 16”, 20”, 24”, 28”, 30”, 32”, 36”
• Heights: 32”, 36”, 40”, 48”, 52”, 59”, 64”,
72”, 78”

See website for additional details and information.
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